
 Quick Maths recap Focused maths activities 

Monday Use https://www.arcademics.com/games/alien  to practice addition.  

It’s adjustable  as there are three speeds and there is a way to 

type in the numbers you want the sums to be between.  Start off 

at an easier level and adjust upwards as a challenge.  Use https://

www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/fireFly/index.html  to practice 

subtraction. Again this game it adjustable for the level of your 

child.     

Choice of task today.  Either complete the Colour by answer sheet 

covering addition and subtraction within 20 or complete Solar system 

code maths covering addition and subtraction within 30.  Your child may 

need a numberline, a hundred square, real objects e.g. counters, 

paperclips etc or they may work mentally.    

Tuesday Practice adding 10 to any number.  Practice subtracting 10 from 

any number. Remind the children that the units remain the same 

but the tens number changes.       

Adding and subtracting 9.  Discuss that 9 is almost 10.  To add or 

subtract 9 you can use a number line, put the first number in your head 

and count on or back 9, use cubes/counters/objects or you can add 10 

and then take away 1 or subtract 10 and add 1.  Have fun playing the 

Adding and subtracting 9 space race game.  You may need a 

numberline, a hundred square, real objects e.g. counters, paperclips etc  

Wednesday Play the Space Maths Activity Game 1.   Choose one of the Maths Challenge Cards and try to solve it.  Most of 

these are open ended and have more than one way to answer them which 

some children find difficult as they want to find the correct answer and 

move on.   Some of these are easier than others so be selective.  Often 

children find drawing these kinds of problems out is really helpful.   

Thursday Play the Space Maths Activity Game 2.   As above choose another one of the Maths Challenge Cards and try to 

solve it.   

Friday Play the Space Maths Activity Game 3.   As above choose another one of the Maths Challenge Cards and try to 

solve it.   

Text in bold is a separate document to be opened.   These documents can either be printed and filled in or viewed on screen as we realise not everyone has a 

printer.  You may just use these to give you inspiration and make up your own examples in a notebook.    
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